Success Stories:

The Expansion of Small Firms and Job Creation Program
About Geoffrey and Godfrey
Geoffrey

Geoffrey is the firm owner of Njovu metal works.

- Heart of helping and sharing knowledge.

**Brac Uganda** support;

- Learnt a lot of skills and
- Expansion of his firm through acquiring:
  1. New welding equipment,
  2. Repair some machinery, and
  3. Meet his personal expenses.

**Suggestion:** Provision of managerial and records keeping skills.
Godfrey

Godfrey is the worker who received apprenticeship in welding skills.

- Disadvantaged youth from Kakumbi village.
- Learnt a lot of welding skills and was retained

Three years after completing the program, Godfrey;

- Happily working, boasts a strong professional reputation and holds big aspirations for a career in welding.

In five years, Godfrey dreams of establishing his own firm and his own apprenticeship program.
About Irene and Oliver
Irene “Firm owner”

Irene is the firm owner of a Tailoring firm located in Nylon village in Mbale, Uganda.

Irene believes;

- Practical and on-the-job-training and
- interpersonal skills.
- no degree of expertise can compensate for lack of character, trustworthiness, or dedication.
Oliver “worker”

Oliver is a 28-year-old youth, who needed to find a gainful employment opportunity. She needed a real career path in Tailoring field to earn a living.

- lacked real tailoring skills
- couldn’t afford costs for vocational training program.

She looks forward to expanding her business through:

- Acquiring premises
- Advanced tailoring machines
Oliver’s testimony and Belief

Within six months, Oliver learnt;

- High salary and better title in future
- Technical/practical/hands on skills
- Soft skills
- Gained confidence
- Certificate
Thank You